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Abstract. Different fonts have different impressions, such as elegant,
scary, and cool. This paper tackles part-based shape-impression analysis
based on the Transformer architecture, which is able to handle the cor-
relation among local parts by its self-attention mechanism. This ability
will reveal how combinations of local parts realize a specific impression
of a font. The versatility of Transformer allows us to realize two very
different approaches for the analysis, i.e., multi-label classification and
translation. A quantitative evaluation shows that our Transformer-based
approaches estimate the font impressions from a set of local parts more
accurately than other approaches. A qualitative evaluation then indicates
the important local parts for a specific impression.
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1 Introduction

Different fonts, or typefaces, have different impressions. Each font just has a
specific shape style and this style is converted to some special impression in our
mind. At MyFonts.com, each font is tagged with several impression words. We
can see those words as a result of a shape-to-impression translation by humans.

It is still not clear why and how different font shape styles give different
impressions. As will be reviewed in Section 2, many subjective experiments have
proved that font shapes surely affect their impression, readability, and legibility.
However, most of those experiments just confirm that a specific font (such as
Helvetica) has a specific impression (such as reliable). In other words, they do
not reveal more detailed relationships or general trends between font shapes and
impressions.

To understand the shape-impression relationship, we need more objective
experiments using a large-scale dataset. Fortunately, Chen et al. [2] have pub-
lished a shape-impression dataset by using the content of MyFonts.com. This is
a very large dataset containing 18,815 fonts and 1,824 vocabularies of impres-
sion tags attached to each font. Fig. 1 shows several examples of fonts and their
impression tags. Some tags directly express font style types such as Sans-Serif
and Script, more shape-related properties such as Bold and Oblique and more
abstract impressions such as Elegant and Scary.

If we can reveal the relationships between font shapes and those impres-
sion tags, it will be very meaningful for not only several practical applications
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Bodoni

decorative, sensitive, legible, feminine, magazine, 
business-text, neutral, serif, elegant, narrow

Myriad

heavy, information, legible, apple, 
transport, sans-serif, traffic, humanist

Elegeion-script

elegant, swash, script

Roadblock

angle, bold, headline, oblique, 
retro, italic, display, sans-serif 

Fig. 1: Fonts and their impressions (from MyFonts dataset [2]). Bodoni, Myriad,
etc. are font names.

Elegeion-script

Bodoni Myriad

Roadblock

Fig. 2: SIFT keypoints. The center of each circle represents the location of a
keypoint and the radius represents the scale at the keypoint. Roughly speaking,
the SIFT descriptor at each keypoint represents the local shape around the circle.

but also more fundamental research. Example practical applications include (1)
font selection or recommendation systems that provide a suitable font accord-
ing to typographer’s ambiguous requests by impression. (e.g., [2,3]) and (2) font
generation systems that can accept the impression words as the constraints on
the generation (e.g., [13]). From the viewpoint of more fundamental research, the
shape-impression relationship is still unrevealed and will give important evidence
to understand the human perception mechanism.

To understand those relationships between font shapes and impressions, one
of the promising approaches is part-based approach, where a font image is de-
composed into a set of local parts and then the individual parts and their com-
binations are correlated with impressions. This is because the shape of ‘A’ is
comprised of two shape factors — the letter shape (so-called ‘A’-ness [9]) and
the font style. The part-based approach can discard the letter shape, while re-
taining various impression clues from local shapes, such as serif, curvature, corner
shape, stroke width, etc.

This paper proposes a novel method for part-based shape-impression analysis
that fully utilizes Transformer [20], which is a recent but already well-known deep
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Transformer

<CLS>

Embedding

⋯ ⋯

𝒛𝒄𝒍𝒔
MLP head

serif, cool, beautiful

𝑁	SIFT descriptors from a font

(a) Multi-label classification.

Transformer
(as an encoder)

𝒛"#𝒛$# 𝒛%#

<BOS> serif elegant old cool

<EOS>serif elegant old cool

Embedding

⋯ ⋯

𝑁	SIFT descriptors from a font

Transformer
(as a decoder)

Linear + softmax

Embedding

(b) Translation.

Fig. 3: Two approaches of part-based shape-impression relationship analysis with
Transformers.

neural network architecture. We first train Transformer to output impressions
for a given set of local shapes. Then, we analyze the trained Transformer in
various ways to understand the important local shapes for a specific impression.
The advantages of Transformer for our analysis are threefold.

1. Transformer is a versatile model and offers us two different approaches. As
shown in Fig. 3, the classification approach (a) accepts N local descriptors
by SIFT [12] as its input elements and outputs the probability of each of K
impression classes. In the translation approach (b), one Transformer as an
encoder accepts N SIFT descriptors as its input and then encodes them into
latent vectors (called “key” and “value”), and then the latent vectors are fed
to another Transformer as a decoder that outputs a set of impression words
like a translation result.

2. Transformer can accept a variable number of input elements. Since the num-
ber of local shapes from a single font image is not constant, this property is
suitable for our task.

3. The most important advantage is its self-attention mechanism. Self-attention
determines a weight for every input element by considering other input ele-
ments. Therefore, if we input local shapes to Transformer as multiple input
elements, their correlation is internally calculated and used for the task.
For example in the classification approach, the correlation among the lo-
cal shapes that are important for a correct impression class will be boosted
through the self-attention mechanism.

We also introduce explainable-AI (XAI) techniques [22,18] for a deep un-
derstanding of the importance of local shapes on a specific impression. In the
experiment, we reveal the important parts for a specific impression by several
different techniques.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
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– We propose two methods for part-based font-impression analysis using Trans-
former. They are a multi-label impression classifier and a shape-to-impression
translator. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt that utilizes
Transformer for impression analysis.

– Using a large font-impression dataset, we experimentally prove that our
Transformer-based methods enable us to realize more reliable and flexible
analysis than the previous approaches.

– Our proposed method reveals local parts that well describe a specific im-
pression with the help of XAI.

2 Related Work

2.1 Subjective impression analysis of fonts

The analysis of the relationships between font shapes and impressions has a long
history from the 1920’s [5,16]. Shaikh and Chaparro [17] defined the impression
of 40 fonts by collecting answers from 379 people. In 2014, O’Donovan et al. [14]
have published their dataset with 200 fonts with impression tags. In this pio-
neering work on data-driven impression analysis, impression tags were only 37
vocabularies. More recently, Chen et al. [2] published a far larger font-impression
dataset by using MyFonts.com and then proposed a font retrieval system using
impressions as a query. As will be detailed in Section 3, about 20,000 fonts are
annotated with about 2,000 impression tags in their dataset. Although it con-
tains noisy annotations, its rich variation is useful for analyzing the relationship
between font shape and impression. For example, Matsuda et al. [13] utilize it
for a font generation with specific impressions.

2.2 Objective impression analysis of fonts

To the best of our knowledge, only a single attempt [19] has been made so far
for shape-impression analysis by using a large dataset and an objective method-
ology. Although it also takes a part-based approach like ours, it has still a large
room for improvement. One of the most significant issues is that all local shape
descriptors extracted from a letter image are treated totally independently in the
framework of DeepSets [21]. More specifically, DeepSets converts individual lo-
cal shape descriptors to discriminative feature vectors independently, and then
just adds those vectors into a single vector. Compared to [19], ours utilizes
Transformer which can deal with the combinatorial relationships among the lo-
cal descriptors by its self-attention mechanism, and therefore, as shown by the
later experimental results, realizes a more accurate analysis.

2.3 Transformer

Transformer [20] is a multi-input and multi-output network and was originally
developed for various tasks in natural language processing (NLP). It can be
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used as an encoder and also a decoder in some NLP tasks [15], such as language
translation. It is also used as a classifier in some NLP tasks [1,6], such as sentence
sentiment classification. Transformer has also been applied to image classification
tasks [10]. Vision Transformer (ViT) [7] is the most well-known application of
Transformer to image classification. In ViT, an input image is first divided into
small patches and then fed to Transformer. In this research, we use ViT as one
of the comparative methods. Transformer is also applied to image captioning [4].
Although Transformer has been employed in a vast number of applications from
its development, its usefulness in impression analysis tasks has not been proved
so far.

3 Dataset and Local Descriptor

As the font-impression dataset, we used the MyFonts dataset provided by Chen
et al. [2], which contains 18,815 fonts. As shown in Fig. 1, multiple impression
tags are attached to each font by font experts and non-experts (including the
customers of MyFonts.com). The vocabulary of tags is 1,824. By following [19],
we remove minor tags with less than 100 occurrences. Consequently, we use
M = 18, 579 fonts and K = 483 impression tags. In the following experiments,
we randomly split the dataset into three font-disjoint subsets for train, validation,
and test, with the ratio of 0.8, 0.1, and 0.1.

As noted in Section 1 and shown in Fig. 1, some impression tags express a
typical font style type, such as Sans-Serif and Script, or a more shape-related
property, such as Bold and Oblique, or a more abstract impression, such as
Elegant and Scary. There is no clear taxonomy among them, and we will simply
refer to them as impression tags in this paper.

In this paper, we apply SIFT [12] for extracting local shape descriptors from
six letter images of ‘H,’‘E,’‘R,’‘O,’‘N,’ and ‘S,’ as shown in Fig. 2. These letters
are often employed in typographic work or font design because they contain
almost all elements of English alphabets, such as horizontal strokes, vertical
strokes, diagonal lines (‘N’ and ‘R’), intersections (‘H’ and ‘R’), curves (‘R’ and
‘S’), corners (‘E’ and ‘R’), and a circle (‘O’). Using those six letters (instead of all
the alphabets) can limit the number of SIFT vectors and improve the efficiency
of training and testing Transformers.

As local shape descriptors, several successors of SIFT have been proposed
so far. For example, SURF was proposed as an efficient approximation of SIFT.
BRIEF and ORB are also faster versions of SIFT and they provide binary fea-
tures (for Hamming distance-based fast matching); namely, they do not repre-
sent the local shapes in a direct way. We, therefore, decided to use SIFT mainly,
following [19].
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4 Shape-Impression Relationship Analysis by Multi-label
Classification Approach

4.1 Transformer as a multi-label classifier

For our purpose of the part-based shape-impression relation analysis, we use
Transformer as a multi-label impression classifier. If Transformer is trained to
estimate the impression tags for a set of local shape descriptors extracted from
a font image, the trained Transformer should know some shape-impression rela-
tionships internally. We, therefore, can understand the local shapes that are im-
portant for a specific impression by visualizing and analyzing the trained Trans-
former. Moreover, this analysis result will reflect the combinatorial relationship
among the local shapes because of the self-attention mechanism in Transformer.

Fig. 3 (a) shows the multi-label impression classification by Transformer.
Each of N SIFT descriptors extracted from six letter images (as noted in Sec-
tion 3) is first embedded into another feature space by a single fully-connected
(FC) layer and then the resulting N feature vectors and a dummy vector, called
class-token 〈CLS〉, are fed into Transformer as N + 1 inputs. Note that the num-
ber N is variable with font types. After going through a transformer layer (which
is comprised of self-attention and FC) L times, we have the Transformer output
corresponding to 〈CLS〉. This output is finally fed to a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP)-head with a sigmoid function to have the probability of each of K im-
pressions.

The above model is similar to ViT [7] but very different at three points. First,
ours input local descriptors (which are extracted irregularly like Fig. 2), instead
of regular square patches. Second, ours does not employ the position encoding
of the input elements. This is because the locations of the SIFT keypoints where
local descriptors are extracted will incur the letter shape (i.e., ‘A’-ness [9]) and
therefore disturb our part-based impression analysis. Without the position en-
coding, N SIFT descriptors are treated as a set with N elements; consequently,
we do not need to pay attention to the order of the N features when we input
them to Transformer. The third and a rather minor difference is that ours have
a variable number N of inputs, whereas ViT always accepts the same number
(i.e., the number of patches).

4.2 Implementation details

The multi-label classification model in Fig. 3 (a) is comprised of five transformer
layers internally (i.e., L = 5) . The self-attention module is organized as so-called
multi-head attention with five heads. Each 128-dimensional descriptor input is
embedded into 128-dimensional space by an FC layer. The maximum number of
the input descriptors is 300. If more than 300 keypoints are detected from the
six letters (“HERONS”), 300 descriptors are randomly selected. Otherwise, the
zero-padding is applied to have 300 inputs in total. MLP head accepts the output
of the Transformer and outputs a K-dimensional class likelihood vector via an
FC layer. Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) is used as the multi-label classification
loss. The Adam optimizer [11] is used with a learning rate of 0.001.
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Lago-nf

GT
sans-serif, bold, sharp

Classification Result
headline, poster, sans-serif, bold, sans, heavy, narrow, 
comic, condense, grotesk, black, 1960s, block, wood-
type, sanserif, gothic, 1970s, fat, layer, punk, unicase, 

chromatic, european, primitive, monster, edgy, 
compress, thick, animate

Dave-gibbons

GT
handwrite, elegant, letter, hand, comic, all-caps, pen, 

caps-only, 1980s, comic-text, comic-book

Classification Result
handwrite, informal, funny, round, hand, hand-drawn, 

comic, cute, handletter, pen, ink, wide, cartoon, irregular, 
crazy, caps-only, marker, write, graffiti, upright, comic-
text, smooth, comic-book, felt-tip, architect, primitive, 

heart, note, free-form, tag, notebook, pencil

Fig. 4: Example results of multi-label classification. Two fonts are from the test
set.

4.3 Classification examples

Fig. 4 shows two test examples of the multi-label classification. Many impres-
sions in the ground-truth are correctly found in the result. Both classification
results include significantly more impressions than the ground-truth. A closer
look at those excessively detected impressions will find that they are often very
similar to one of the labeled impressions. For example, cartoon and pencil for
Dave-gibbons are similar to the labeled impressions comic and pen, respectively.
The impression labels of the MyFonts dataset are attached by unspecified people
and there is no guarantee that all possible impressions among K vocabularies
are fully attached and organized. This situation is the so-called missing labels
condition. The impression cartoon and pencil might be missing labels; they could
be included in the ground-truth, but none attached them.

4.4 Shape-Impression relation analysis by group-based occlusion
sensitivity

To understand the importance of local shapes on a specific impression, we analyze
the trained Transformer by using a classical but reliable explainable-AI (XAI)
technique, called occlusion sensitivity. Occlusion sensitivity was first introduced
to an image recognition task in [22]. Its idea is to measure the change of the class
likelihood (BCE for our case) when an input part is removed, i.e., occluded. If
the removal of an input part drastically decreases the likelihood of a certain
class, we consider that the part is very important for the class. In [22], a gray
image patch is superimposed on the input image to remove a part.

In our case, the naive application of occlusion sensitivity is to remove a local
descriptor from the N inputs and observe the change of the class likelihood.
However, this naive application is not meaningful; this is because removing a
descriptor from the N inputs often does not affect the likelihood, because very
similar descriptors exist in the remaining N − 1. In other words, if there are
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similar descriptors, effective occlusion is no longer possible by this one-by-one
removal.

We, therefore, group the N descriptors (i.e., local shapes) into Q clusters
and remove all the descriptors belonging to a certain cluster q ∈ [1, Q], from the
N descriptors. By this group-based occlusion sensitivity, we can understand the
importance of a particular type of local shape for a specific impression. For each
of K impressions and each of Q local shape types, we measure this sensitivity and
then have a Q-dimensional sensitivity vector for each impression. For clustering,
k-means is performed on all SIFT descriptors extracted from all the training font
images. The Q centroids are treated like “visual words” and SIFT descriptors
extracted from a certain font image are quantized into Q types.

5 Shape-Impression Relationship Analysis by Translation
Approach

5.1 Transformer as a shape-to-impression translator

Inspired by the fact that cascading two Transformers realizes a language trans-
lator [20], we now consider another shape-impression relation analysis approach
with Transformers. Fig. 3 (b) shows the overall structure of the shape-to-impression
translator, which roughly follows the structure of [20]. Two Transformers work
as an encoder and a decoder, respectively. In our task, we expect that the de-
coder outputs the correct impressions by feeding a set of N SIFT descriptors to
the encoder.

The encoder is the same as the multi-label classifier of Fig. 3 (a), except it has
N outputs and no class-token input. More precisely, after embedding N SIFT
descriptors into a certain feature space by an FC layer, the resulting N vectors
are fed to the encoder Transformer. Then, the encoder outputs N corresponding
latent vectors. Note that the n-th latent vector conveys the information from not
only the n-th SIFT descriptor but also the remaining N − 1 SIFT descriptors,
because of the self-attention mechanism in the encoder.

By utilizing the N latent vectors, the decoder Transformer outputs impres-
sion words one by one. More precisely, the special token 〈BOS〉(beginning-of-
sentence) is first input to the decoder and then the decoder outputs the first
(K + 3)-dimensional impression likelihood vector. The extra three dimensions
correspond to three special tokens, 〈BOS〉, 〈EOS〉(end-of-sentence), and 〈PAD〉3
(padding), respectively. The impression with the maximum likelihood in the K
vector elements is determined as the first impression. Second, the first impression
word is fed to the decoder as the second input, and then the second impression
is output. By repeating this process until 〈EOS〉is output, we have a sequence of
impressions.

3 〈PAD〉token is used when we train the decoder. 〈PAD〉 tokens are added to the end of
the ground-truth (i.e., the sequence of the labeled impressions) multiple times until
the length of the ground-truth reaches the maximum output length.
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Century-old-style-sh

magazine, legible, serif, news, technical, american, 
masculine, 1900s, transitional, news-headline, news-text

Translation Result
magazine, legible, serif, text, book, news, newspaper, 

workhorse, transitional, book-text, news-text

decorative, display, headline, poster, magazine, handwrite, 
retro, script, elegant, informal, logo, vintage, alternate, 
brand, round, ligature, invitation, advertise, calligraphy, 

handmade, hand, hand-drawn, brush, calligraphic, cursive, 
signage, connect, logotype, soft, contextual-alternates

GT & Translation result

Clothe

GT

Fig. 5: Example results of shape-to-impression translation. Two fonts are from
the test set.

5.2 Implementation details

For training the decoder of the shape-to-impression translator, we need to spec-
ify the unique order of impressions as its ideal output, although they have no
pre-defined order. We, therefore, rank the K impressions according to their fre-
quency; the most popular impression is the top and the least popular impression
is the bottom. Consequently, the decoder tends to outputs impressions in the
descending order of their popularity.

Both Transformers in Fig. 3 (b) are organized by five transformation layers
(L = 5). The self-attention module is organized by single-head attention. The
embedding process for the N input descriptors, the optimizer, and the learning
rate are the same as for the multi-label classifier in the previous section. Only
for the input of the decoder, the sinusoidal position encoding [20] is used. We
employ the beam search during translation. Cross-Entropy is used as the loss
function.

5.3 Translation examples

Fig. 5 shows two test examples of the shape-to-impression translator. Surpris-
ingly, for the test font Clothe, the translator could output all 30 labeled impres-
sions perfectly. For Century-old-sty, the translator cannot give the perfect
result. As noted in Section 4.3, the ground-truth of the MyFonts dataset often
has missing labels and therefore some impressions similar to a labeled impression
are often detected excessively.

5.4 Shape-impression relation analysis using integrated gradients

To evaluate the shape-impression relationship with the translation approach, we
use a gradient-based XAI method, called Integrated Gradients (IG) [18], which
has a high versatility for explaining arbitrary networks and has thus been re-
cently utilized in various applications[4,8]. Although our translation approach
employs a complex encoder-decoder framework, IG is still applicable to it for
understanding its input (local shape) and output (impression) relationship.
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More precisely, in our case, IG is used to evaluate the decoder output gradi-
ents against one of N local shapes. The key idea of IG is to evaluate multiple
gradients that are measured by gradually changing the input vectors from a zero
vector (called “baseline” in [18]) to the original SIFT descriptors. The multiple
gradients are then aggregated (i.e., integrated) into the integrated gradient, i.e.,
IG. If an input local shape has a large IG to a specific impression, the input is
important for the impression.

6 Experimental Results

6.1 Quantitative evaluation of the trained Transformer

Although our main purpose is to analyze the relationship between local shapes
and impressions through the trained Transformers, we first need to confirm that
those Transformers show reasonable performance in the multi-label classifica-
tion task and the translation task. In other words, if the trained Transformers’
performance is poor on these tasks, the relationship learned in the Transformers
is not reliable. We, therefore, first conducted a quantitative evaluation of the
trained Transformers.

Evaluation metrics

F1@100, F1@200, and F1@all are evaluation metrics for multi-label clas-
sification tasks. They are simply the average of the F1 scores of the most
frequent 100, 200, and all K(= 483) impressions, respectively. For the classi-
fication approach of Section 4, the multi-label classification is first made by
applying the threshold 0.5 to the class likelihood values of K impressions. If
the likelihood of the k-th impression class is larger than 0.5, we determine
that the set of N local shapes show the impression k. Then, the F1 score is
calculated for K individual impressions and then finally averaged. For the
translation approach of Section 5, we calculate the K F1 scores by comparing
the output impression sequence (i.e., the translation result) to the correct
set of impressions for each font.

mean average precision (mAP) is also an evaluation metric for multi-label
classification tasks. It is the average of the average precisions of all K impres-
sions. The average precision for the k-th impression is calculated by using
the list of all M fonts ranked in the descending order of the likelihood of
the k-th impression. More precisely, it is calculated as (

∑Mk

m=1 m/rm)/Mk,
where Mk is the number of fonts labeled with k, rm ∈ [1,M ] is the rank
of the font with the mth largest likelihood among Mk. Since the translator
approach does not provide the impression likelihood, we cannot calculate its
mAP.
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Table 1: Quantitative evaluation result.
Multi-label classification Translator ViT [7] DeepSets [19]

Inputs SIFT SIFT patch SIFT

F1@100↑ 0.301 0.264 0.264 0.279

F1@200↑ 0.221 0.186 0.185 0.194

F1@all↑ 0.145 0.117 0.109 0.110

mAP ↑ 0.135 N/A 0.115 0.115

Results and comparisons In Table 1, the impression estimation accuracies
of the proposed two approaches are compared with the performance by two
existing methods, ViT[7] and DeepSets[19]. This table clearly shows that our
classification approaches with local shape inputs outperform the existing meth-
ods. Comparison between our classification approach and ViT indicates the SIFT
descriptors4 are more suitable than the regular patches, for capturing the im-
portant local shapes. More importantly, the fact that our classification approach
outperforms DeepSets (with the SIFT descriptors) suggests that the correla-
tion among local shapes by the self-attention in Transformer is important to
estimate the font impressions. (As noted in Section 2.2, DeepSets treats local
shapes totally independently.) The translator shows a similar performance with
the existing methods.

Fig. 6 shows the F1 scores of three methods (DeepSets-based method [19], the
multi-label classifier, and the shape-to-impression translator) for 30 impressions
by parallel coordinate plots. The 30 impressions are selected from font-style
type impressions (such as sans-serif), shape-related property impressions (such
as round), and abstract impressions (such as elegant). Fig. 6 also shows examples
of font images.

Although it is difficult to find strong trends from Fig. 6, several weak trends
can be found as follows. (1) The multi-label classifier shows higher F1 than (or
equal F1 to) the DeepSets-based method for most impressions. (2) The multi-
label classifier shows significantly higher F1 for the impression whose discrim-
inative shape needs to be described by a combination of local parts. Multiple
narrow gaps (with abrupt stoke ends) of stencil, square-shaped serifs of slab-serif,
and densely-distributed (sparsely-distributed) local parts of narrow (wide) are
examples. This might be because of the positive effect of self-attention in Trans-
former. (3) Frequent impressions tend to get higher F1 values and those values
are rather stable among the three methods.

Although it is also difficult to find general trends in the relationship be-
tween the multi-label classifier and the translator, the latter often outperforms
the former for minor but strong impressions, such as blackletter and comic-text.
This will be because the fonts with such strong impressions tend to have a sta-

4 We have tried the SURF descriptors instead of the SIFT descriptors to show the
justification to select SIFT as local shape descriptors. We found no significant differ-
ences between them. More precisely, the multi-label classifier using SURF achieved
about 0.16-point higher mAP and 0.05-point lower F1@all than SIFT.
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happywideblackletter

stencilscript

sans-serif

handwrite

serif

slab-serif

didone

bauhaus

comic-text

cool

elegant

funny

friendly

cute

simple

wild

crazy

young

script(273)sans-serif(408)

blackletter(50)

stencil(77)

bauhaus(24)

didone(21)

comic-text(16)

handwrite(321)
serif(244)

slab-serif(92)

friendly(147)
funny(218)

simple(69)
cool(125)

happy(45)
wild(35)

crazy(46)
young(11)

cute(105)

elegant(278)

Font-style type Abstract impressions

bold(186)

round(162)heavy(179)

narrow(113)
thin(71)

oblique(13) thick(8)

rough(154)

sharp(55)

wide(67)

Shape-related property

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

F
1-

sc
o

re

DeepSets Multi-label classifier Translator

thin

rough

round

heavy

bold

narrow

sharp

oblique

thick

Fig. 6: F1 scores of three methods for 30 impressions are represented by parallel
coordinate plots. The number of the test fonts with the impression is parenthe-
sized. Three font image examples for each impression are also shown.

ble impression set. In fact, the stability is beneficial for the translator. Since
the translator recursively outputs impressions in order of popularity, major but
unexpected impressions will interfere with the output of subsequent minor im-
pressions. Therefore, if a font has a stable impression set, the translator can
output minor but specific impressions, such as blackletter.

6.2 Analysis results of the shape-impression relationship

Analysis with the multi-label classification approach Fig. 7 shows the
local shapes that are important for specific impressions, such as round and ele-
gant, by the multi-label classifier with the group-based occlusion sensitivity. The
bar charts illustrate the sensitivity (i.e., the importance) of Q = 64 local shape
types for each of the four impressions. Since these bar charts show the difference
from the median sensitivity, they have a minus element at the qth bin when the
qth local shape type is less frequent than usual in the impression. Large positive
peaks in the bar chart indicate the very important types. For example, for round,
the 10th and 11th shape types are the most important. On the font images (from
the test set), the local parts belonging to the important types are superimposed
as circles, whose colors correspond to the types.

The following provides a brief interpretation of individual results. Round
has its peaks at q = 10, 11 that correspond to round corners or round spaces.
Handwrite has a peak at q = 16 that corresponds to sharp and asymmetric (i.e.,
organic) curves and two peaks at q = 23, 38 that correspond to rough shapes
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Fig. 7: Important parts detected by the multi-label classification approach, for
four impressions. The font names is shown below its image. The parenthesized
number is the number of fonts with the impression.

mimicking brush stroke. Elegant also has a peak at q = 16. However, it does not
have peaks at q = 23, 38; this indicates that Elegant is organized by some organic
and non-rough (i.e., smooth) curved strokes. Computer shows several peaks;
among them the local shape types of q = 32, 48 are often found together. This
indicates that self-attention could successfully enhance the co-occurrence of those
types for Computer. Stencil has several peaks at q = 2, 24, 26 that correspond
to the abrupt end of a constant-width stroke. Since Stencil often contains the
abrupt-end shapes (for mimicking the actual stencil letters), excessive existence
of those local shapes is important for its impression.

Analysis with the translator Fig. 8 shows important local parts given by IG
on two translation results. Compared to the multi-label classifier, the shape-to-
impression translator can explain its important parts without any quantization
and grouping by using IG. The darker circle has more IG, i.e., more impor-
tant. In Slam-normal, the serif parts of ‘R’ contributes to serif and slab-serif.
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Fig. 8: Important local parts by the translator with IG. More important parts
are darker in color.

In Ales-script, the important local parts are different according to the im-
pressions. For example, comic-text needs a large space of ‘O’ and ‘R,’ whereas
script needs sharp curves of ‘N’ and ‘O.’ These results show that the shape which
seems to be unique for a specific impression is important to translate into them.
In Linoletter, many of serif parts contribute to text, and the round space of ‘S’
contributes to legible. In Lamiar, the enclosed area of ‘O’ is important for round
and the sharp stroke ends of ‘E,’ ‘R,’ and ‘O’ are important for handwrite. These
results coincide with the results by the multi-label classifier shown in Fig. 7.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, part-based font-impression analysis is performed using Trans-
former. The versatility of Transformer offers us to realize two analysis methods:
a multi-label impression classifier and a shape-to-impression translator. Using
a large font-impression dataset, we experimentally prove that the multi-label
classifier could achieve better impression estimation performance; this means it
can learn the trends between local shapes and impressions more accurately. We
also revealed important local parts for specific impressions by using the trained
Transformer with explainable-AI techniques.

Future work will focus on practical applications of the proposed methods
to font selection or recommendation systems, font generation systems, and so
on. Our analysis results on shape-impression relationships will be validated by
collaborations with experts of cognitive psychology.
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